The mean square displacement (MSD) of NPs in ring polymers increases with time as ∆ !~! in the sub-diffusive regime prior to Fickian diffusion. If NP size is sufficiently larger than polymer size , as is the case for tracer particles in microrheological experiments [1] , then according to the generalized Stokes-Einstein relation that connects particle MSD ∆ ! with the viscoelastic modulus ( ), the MSD sub-diffusive exponent is equal to the scaling exponent for the power-law stress relaxation ~!. In this limit of microrheology, there is a complete coupling between NP motion and all relaxation modes of ring polymers. However, in our simulations with NP size smaller than or comparable to polymer size , there is only a partial NP-polymer coupling, meaning that NP motion is coupled to only part of the relaxation modes of rings. Below we estimate the threshold NP size ! for the complete NP-polymer coupling.
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The minimum log-log slope of MSD with respect to time !"# = log ∆ ! log decreases with increasing towards in our simulations, as shown in Figure S1 . This indicates that the NP-polymer coupling is not complete for the range of in the simulations, but NP motion is coupled to more relaxation modes with increasing . To estimate the threshold ! for the complete coupling, we extrapolate the simulation results of !"# vs. to ≈ . The error bar for ≈ 0.48 is ±0.01 [2] , and the error bar for !"# is less than ±0.005 for different . The decrease of !"# with is best fit to !"# = −0.23 log + 0.85 for = 800 and !"# = −0.21 log + 0.85 for Figure S1 . !"# as a function of for NPs in ring polymers with = 800 (black squares) and = 100 (red circles). Solid lines are the best-fit results using linear functions on linear-log scales. Dashed lines indicate for the power-law stress relaxation.
= 100 (see black and red solid lines in Figure S1 ). The best-fit lines are extrapolated to intersect the dashed lines that indicate . The intersections yield the threshold ! ≈ 40 and 32 for = 800 and 100. Compared with ≈ 15.3 and 7.0 for = 800 and 100 , ! ≈ 2.6 and 4.6 , respectively. For > ! , NP motion is coupled to all relaxation modes of ring polymers, and the limit of micro-rheology [1] is reached.
Dependence of diffusion coefficient on
We fit as a function of for NPs in linear polymers using the crossover function
with dimensionless fitting parameters ! and ! . The fitting function describes the crossover from ~! ! [3] for small NPs coupled with the unentangled dynamics of local chain segments to ~! ! in the Stokes-Einstein relation = ! 2 with slip NPpolymer boundary condition. The exponential term exp − ! is motivated by the theory of hopping diffusion [4] . The melt viscosity of linear polymers with = 800 is estimated as follows. We first fitted the -dependence of for 100 ≤ ≤ 400 in the previous simulations by Halverson et al. [5] to a power-law function, and then extrapolated the dependence to obtain ≈ 2.8×10
! ! ! for = 800. The LJ cutoff distance for non-bonded beads was ! = 2 ! ! ≈ 1.12 in the previous simulations, but is ! = 2.5 in the present simulations. For = 100, our Non-Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (NEMD) simulations show that ≈ 640 ! ! in the limit of zero shear rate for ! = 2.5 , which is ≈ 1.6 times larger than ≈ 400 ! ! for ! = 1.12 [5] . For = 800 , we estimate that increases by the same factor of ≈ 1.6 from 2. For NPs in ring polymers with = 800 and = 100, we fit the -dependences of simultaneously to the crossover function
The dimensionless fitting parameters ! and ! are independent of . The fitting function describes the crossover from ~! ! [3] for small NPs coupled with the unentangled dynamics of local ring sections to ~! ! for NPs coupled with the self-similar entangled dynamics of rings, and then to ~! ! in the Stokes-Einstein regime. was measured through NEMD simulations of ring polymer melts. The results are ≈ 100 ! ! for = 100 and ≈ 2500 ! ! for = 800. The best-fit results are ! = 0.039 ± 0.003 and ! = 0.05 ± 0.03. The best-fit lines and the contributions from different terms are shown in Figure S3 . The !! term dominates over the !! term at > / ! ! ! ≈ 5 .
